
THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- use completed fabric to create a heating pad or pillow

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; design

WEEK 2: Adding wax and dyes

WEEK 3: Finishing the dying process; removing the wax

WEEK 4: Completing the piece -- pillow or heating pad

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 Arrival Activity

Use droppers and food coloring to "paint" a piece of fabric

:05 Introductions and expectations

New month!  Introduce anyone new…go over expectations and the space

Class expectations:  Have fun, stay safe, respect studio, respect others

:10 Journals

Invite students to share their journal with a neighbor

Review the posted guidelines for critiquing and giving feedback

:20 What is batik?

Follow the powerpoint 

Each artist will need his/her journal and a pencil/eraser

Explain that OUR printmaking subject will be a whatever you choose

Encourage note taking and doodling if an idea pops up!

:30 Design

Begin by designing your fabric onto a piece of 12x18 inch paper

Multiple colors can be used.  Lines will be white (the fabric un-dyed)

Once complete, secure the design to the foam core and tape the fabric on top

Make sure the fabric is taunt and you can see your design!

Next week, we'll be adding our lines and our ink

:55 Wrapping up

MAKE SURE NAMES ARE ON THE FOAM CORE!

Pick up tables; wash all tools

Recognize students who were great listeners, helpers, critiquers, etc

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids!

Work to learn everyone's names!

Advanced Ink and Batik (Middle School)

Week 1

- Understand what Batik fabric is

- design and create a balanced composition

12x18 designed fabric incorporated into a finished piece

Invite students to share with the larger group (maybe someone wants to share something 

cool they saw is someone else's journal!)



THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- use completed fabric to create a heating pad or pillow

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; design

WEEK 2: Adding wax and dyes

WEEK 3: Finishing the dying process; removing the wax

WEEK 4: Completing the piece -- pillow or heating pad

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 Arrival Activity

Get your design and a palette of colors

:05 Teach today's technique in the steps below before anyone starts

:20 Each student batik their fabric:

Ink is waterbased so the wax repels it.  Wherever there is wax, it will stay white

Use the wax FIRST to make your lines.  These outines will keep your color separate

Once the wax is set, drop the inks into the spaces in between.

Blend colors on your palette and on your fabric. Use the natural bleed.

:45 Sharing time - share fabric for others to see/comment.

Next week, we'll finish dying and remove the wax!

:55 Wrapping up

Clean hands and tables

Make sure all fabric has NAMES on it!

Remind students to work in their journals

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids!

Work to learn everyone's names!

Advanced Ink and Batik (Middle School)

Week 2

- Understand what Batik fabric is

- design and create a balanced composition

12x18 designed fabric incorporated into a finished piece



THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- use completed fabric to create a heating pad or pillow

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; design

WEEK 2: Adding wax and dyes

WEEK 3: Finishing the dying process; removing the wax

WEEK 4: Completing the piece -- pillow or heating pad

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 Arrival Activity

Find your foam core/fabric and remove

:05 Demonstrate how to melt the wax out between newspaper using the iron

Obviously, the iron is HOT.  But, remind them anyway.

Take turns removing wax 

:25 Once the wax is out, students can line their design with addition fabric and use

the tools to construct a finished product.  

Examples are a pillow (with pillow stuffing) or a heating pad (with rice)

More involved processes could include a bag/purse

:50 SHARING

If time allows, let the students share their finished compositions

:55 Wrapping up

Clean hands and tables

Remind students to work in their journals

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids! 

Work to learn everyone's names!

Week 3

- Understand what Batik fabric is

- design and create a balanced composition

12x18 designed fabric incorporated into a finished piece

Advanced Ink and Batik (Middle School)



THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- use completed fabric to create a heating pad or pillow

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; design

WEEK 2: Adding wax and dyes

WEEK 3: Finishing the dying process; removing the wax

WEEK 4: Completing the piece -- pillow or heating pad

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 NO Arrival Activity

Finish your projects!

:05 As students finish with the masking, have stations for them to explore:

Free sewing - fabric scraps, ,needles, thread, scissors

Embroidery - hoops, burlap, embroidery thread

:55 Wrapping up

PHOTOGRAPH ALL FINISHED WORK (with nametags)

Clean hands and tables

Remind students to work in their journals

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids! 

Work to learn everyone's names!

Advanced Ink and Batik (Middle School)

- Understand what Batik fabric is

Week 4

- design and create a balanced composition

12x18 designed fabric incorporated into a finished piece


